
One of the greatest challenges of the 21st century is
understanding the brain. The most complex organ in the
human body, it is the brain that produces our every
thought, action, memory, feeling and experience of the
world. The brain is estimated to contain about 80 to 120
billion neurons, and these make contact with thousands
or even tens of thousands of others via synapses.

Moheb Costandi is a molecular and developmental
neurobiologist, and a science writer for the Guardian
and Scientific American. In 50 Human Brain Ideas You
Really Need to Know, there are 50 short chapters, each
devoted to a concept that is fundamental to our current
understanding of the brain. 

The essays are on six main topics. On the structure
and function of the nervous system, there are essays on
topographic mapping, specialized brain regions, move-
ment, sensory perception and the neuron doctrine. The
‘Your Brain, Your Self’ section includes interesting
essays on mirror neurons, The Human Connectome
Project, cognition, consciousness, free will and personal-
ity. The ‘Thought Process’ section is devoted to atten-
tion, memory, decision-making, reward and motivation,
language processing and executive function. ‘The
Dynamic Brain’ covers cell migration and axon pathfind-

ing, cell death, neuroplasticity, neurodegeneration, and
assays on how adolescence, stress and aging change the
brain. There is also a section ‘Breaking from Dogma’:
adult neurogenesis – does the adult human brain produce
new cells?, epigenetics – how life experiences can alter
gene activity, default mode network of the brain, brain-
wave oscillations – synchronization of neuronal dis-
charges, prediction error – the brain is an inference
machine. The last section ‘Emerging Technologies and
Challenges’ covers  stem cells, brain stimulation, cogni-
tive enhancement, decoding the mind, brain-computer
interfacing.

50 Human Brain Ideas You Really Need to Know pro-
vides the general reader with current and practical infor-
mation on the brain, to what is known with neuroscience
research and what remains to be discovered. Interesting,
clearly written and easy to read, it is a perfect introduc-
tion to the complex and amazing world of the brain.  
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